In this work, we address a planar non-prehensile sorting task. Here, a robot needs to push many densely packed objects belonging to different classes into a configuration where these classes are clearly separated from each other. To achieve this, we propose to employ Monte Carlo tree search equipped with a task-specific heuristic function. We evaluate the algorithm on various simulated sorting tasks and observe its effectiveness in reliably sorting up to 40 convex objects. In addition, we observe that the algorithm is capable to also sort non-convex objects, as well as convex objects in the presence of immovable obstacles.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rearranging objects, e.g., to clear a path or clean a table, is an essential skill for autonomous robots. For this, a robot needs to plan ahead in which order it should move the objects and whereto. This rearrangement planning problem is known to be NP-or even PSPACE-hard depending on the goal definition [1] . Accordingly, various specialized algorithms have been proposed that address specific practical rearrangement problems efficiently. For instance, several prior works specifically address navigating a mobile robot among movable obstacles (NAMO) [2] [3] [4] [5] . Similarly, clearing clutter for grasping has been addressed by pushing obstacles aside locally [6] [7] [8] , or recursively removing obstructions through pick-and-place [9] . Even for large-scale rearrangements, where many objects need to be arranged to target locations, efficient approximative algorithms have been proposed. While early works [9, 10] were limited to monotone problems, where each object needs to be moved at most once, recent works have overcome this limitation [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Largescale rearrangements, however, have predominantly been addressed using pick-and-place or single-object pushing.
We are interested in large-scale non-prehensile rearrangement problems, where a robot pushes multiple objects simultaneously to reach a goal that is characterized by the final poses of many objects. Specifically, we consider the planar non-prehensile sorting task illustrated in Fig. 1 . Here, Before After After Fig. 1 : The planar push sorting task: A planar robot (black) is tasked to separate objects belonging to different classes into homogenous distinct clusters, optionally in the presence of obstacles (grey). a planar pusher has to sort objects belonging to different classes into homogenous distinct clusters. The problem is algorithmically challenging, as it is non-monotone, requires multi-object pushing to be solved efficiently, and the robot needs to circumnavigate obstacles.
We propose to address this problem using Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS) [16] . Monte Carlo tree search is a planning algorithm for sequential decision making problems, and is well suited for this sorting task. First, the algorithm can search high-dimensional state spaces by only performing a forward search. This allows us to employ commonly available physics models to predict the outcome of pushing actions that involve complex multi-object, multicontact dynamics. Second, the algorithm employs an adaptive sampling strategy that focuses its search on the parts of the state space that are relevant to solving the problem. This is particularly important as modeling multi-contact physics is computationally expensive. In fact, we observe that the algorithm is efficient enough to replan after each push, allowing the system to compensate for errors in the physics propagation. Third, MCTS requires no explicit target states, but instead can be applied when there is only a discriminative function to evaluate whether a state is a goal. This is the case in the sorting task, where the goal is defined through relative positions of objects rather than absolute target positions.
The contribution of this work lies in adapting this algorithm to the sorting task, and evaluating it on a variety of scenarios. To reduce the need for long physics rollouts, we propose a heuristic function that successfully guides the algorithm towards sorted states. In addition, inspired by the recent striking success of AlphaGo [17] , we also train a rollout policy from data to improve the algorithm's performance further. We evaluate the approach for different numbers of objects and classes, different object shapes (convex and nonconvex), and sorting in the presence of immovable obstacles.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We first formally define our sorting task in Sec. II, before discussing related work in more detail in Sec. III. Thereafter, we provide background information on MCTS in Sec. IV and present our adaptations in Sec. V. We present experimental results in Sec. VI and conclude in Sec. VII.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
In the planar push sorting problem (PPSP) a robot R is tasked to sort a set of movable objects M in a bounded workspace according to a given class membership, see Fig. 1 . The workspace is planar and all objects are assumed to be rigid. Accordingly, the state spaces are X i Ă SEp2q for i P tRuYM, and the composite state space of the world is X " X 1ˆ. . . X |M|ˆXR . The workspace may contain immovable obstacles O that need to be avoided. Accordingly, we refer to states x P X to be valid, if there are no two objects intersecting and no collisions with obstacles.
Each movable object belongs to exactly one class c P C. These classes are user-defined and can be based on, for example, shared physical properties (e.g., color, shape, size) or a common functional purpose of the objects. The task of the sorting problem is to rearrange the objects into a sorted valid state according to their class membership. A sorted state is a state where the objects of each class form disjoint clusters, see Fig. 1 . More formally, let CHpc i , xq Ă R 2 denotes the smallest convex set that contains all objects of class c i P C in state x P X . Furthermore, let the distance function
denote the smallest pairwise distance between elements of two sets, A, B Ă R 2 . We define a state x P X to be sorted, if all classes have at least a distance ą 0 from each other and the obstacles:
Let A be the set of planar motions that R is able to execute. We limit A to motions that are sufficiently slow, so that pushing dynamics can be assumed to be quasistatic [18] . Given an initial valid state x 0 P X , the problem of planar push sorting is then to compute and execute a series of actions a P A that transfer the system from state x 0 to any valid sorted state x g P X . In this process, all intermediate states x i have to be valid, i.e., not colliding with any immovable obstacle or be out of bounds.
We consider this problem in scenarios, where objects are initially densely packed. In addition, objects of the same class eventually need to be pushed into the same region. This renders the ability to purposefully push multiple objects simultaneously essential to efficiently solve this task.
III. RELATED WORK
In this section, we first discuss prior works on nonprehensile rearrangement that exploit multi-object pushing. Thereafter, we discuss prior applications of Monte Carlo tree search in the context of rearrangement planning.
A. Non-prehensile Rearrangement
Non-prehensile rearrangement covers a variety of different tasks. We distinguish between navigation or manipulation among movable obstacles, and large-scale rearrangement tasks. In navigation or manipulation among movable obstacles the priority is to navigate the robot or transport individual objects in the presence of clutter. In other words, the goal is expressed with respect to a few individual objects or the robot, while the remaining objects may be placed anywhere. This category includes repositioning tasks [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] reaching for an object within clutter [6-8, 26, 27] , as well as singulating or separating individual objects [28] [29] [30] [31] . By large-scale rearrangement we refer to problems where the goal is expressed in terms of many objects, and all final poses are relevant to the task. Our sorting task is such a problem, and to the best of our knowledge only Huang et al. [15] have previously addressed such problems in combination with multi-object pushing.
Huang et al. found that iterative local search (ILS) equipped with strong heuristics and an -greedy rollout policy succeeds at solving various table-top rearrangement tasks, including a sorting task of up to 100 cubes. The addressed sorting problem, however, differs from ours in two key aspects. First, for the sorting goal, explicit target locations for each class are provided as input. This allows to derive a heuristic for action sampling by computing the direction in which each object should be pushed. In our problem, in contrast, no explicit target locations are provided, and instead the planner needs to select suitable locations to achieve a sorted state itself. Second, the problem specifically addresses table-top sorting with a manipulator that is capable of moving the pusher in and out of the pushing plane at any location. In our problem, the pusher's motion is constrained to the pushing plane, requiring it to circumnavigate objects and obstacles. Designing a strong rollout policy for such navigation tasks-as needed for ILS-is non-trivial. MCTS, in contrast, does not require similar heuristics, and succeeds even with a random rollout policy.
The additional challenges of our sorting problem are useful for two reasons. First, relieving the user from providing a sorted target state as input makes the algorithm easier to use. Second, constraining the pusher's motion to the plane is more general. It applies to mobile robots, as well as to manipulators that have few degrees of freedom, such as Delta robots. In addition, although not explicitly studied in this work, our problem formulation resembles a sorting task in constrained spaces such as shelves, and may provide relevant insights for future work in this direction.
B. Monte Carlo Tree Search for Rearrangement Planning
Monte Carlo tree search has recently been applied to rearrangement planning problems using pick-and-place. Zagoruyko et al. [32] use MCTS to rearrange up to 9 objects to user-given target pose. The authors also train a rollout policy from solutions produced by MCTS that makes the algorithm efficient enough to replan online and thus compensate for disturbances during the execution.
King et al. [33] proposed to apply MCTS for pushing a single object among movable obstacles under uncertainty. This approach focuses on computing the most robust sequence of pushing actions by planning on belief space. Here, the adaptive sampling of MCTS makes this tractable by focusing the limited computational budget for constructing a state belief model only on the most promising trajectories.
In contrast, we employ MCTS on a large-scale nonprehensile sorting task, and address uncertainty only indirectly through replanning. For this, we equip the algorithm with a heuristic function that allows us to limit the computationally expensive rollouts, making the algorithm efficient enough for replanning after each push.
IV. BACKGROUND
In this section, we describe the basic form of Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS) [16] , which we use in our planar push sorting planner described in Sec. V. MCTS is used for sequential decision making problems with state space X , action space A, reward signal g, and transition model Γ. Given a current state x t P X the algorithm estimates the state-action value function qpx t , .q using simulated episodes called rollouts and returns the best action. During rollout, it uses a (often simple) rollout policy to decide on actions and simulates state transitions using Γ. To focus on high-reward regions, MCTS builds a search tree with states as nodes and actions as edges, rooted at the current state. With this tree, the algorithm maintains value estimates for the states that are most likely to be reached within a few steps. For every single iteration, the algorithm executes the following steps which are also shown in Fig. 2 :
Selection: Use a tree policy π tree to traverse from the root to a leaf node. The tree policy exploits the state-action value estimates for the states in the tree and balances exploration and exploitation.
Expansion: Expand the search tree by selecting an action and adding the reached state as a child node.
Simulation: Use the rollout policy π roll for action selection and simulate the episode until termination according to Γ.
Backup: Use the return generated by the episode to update the state-action value estimated for the traversed edges in the search tree.
Often, MCTS is set to terminate after a certain number of iterations n max or through some statistical criterion. Nodes within the tree are first fully expanded before any of their children are expanded. If terminal states are too many steps away for full rollout simulation to be tractable-as it is in our case-truncated rollouts are used. Then, instead of the return of the complete episode, some heuristic estimate of the return is backed up. Due to the policy improvement theorem, selecting the best action at the root node is at least as good as the rollout policy. However, because the value estimates are based on long-term consequences, it is usually better. The details of how we adapt MCTS to the planar push sorting problem are explained in the following section.
V. PLANAR PUSH SORTING PLANNER
In this section, we first model the PPSP as sequential decision-making problem for MCTS. Then, we outline how our algorithm uses MCTS and decides on termination. We describe how we simulate PPSP in Monte Carlo rollouts and detail the four MCTS steps mentioned in Sec. IV. Finally, we explain how we use deep learning to obtain a rollout policy from data to improve our MCTS.
A. Sequential Decision-making Problem
To model the PPSP we use the full configuration space X as the state space and define a robot-centric action space A with 10 actions as depicted in Fig. 2 on the right. The robot can translate into 8 different directions and rotate left and right in small increments. As transition model Γ we employ the physics simulator Box2D 1 , which is capable of modeling multi-object interactions. We model the PPSP as a deterministic process, and compensate for errors in the physics modelling by replanning after each push.
With our action space, it often takes up to 200 transitions until a sorted state is reached, which makes large numbers of full rollouts with the physics simulation practically intractable. For this reason, we use truncated rollouts of length d max . However, this means that we cannot use Sortedpxq from Eq. (2) as a feedback signal since most rollouts do not reach a sorted state. Therefore, we define a different reward signal gpxq that provides useful feedback also for unsorted states and increases when the state becomes more sorted.
Reward Signal: We construct the reward signal for a state x from four components: A measure how compact a class c i is, E self i pxq, how far away class centers are from each other, E other ij pxq, how far away class centers are from obstacles, 1 Box2D, A 2D Physics Engine for Games: https://box2d.org/ E obst i pxq, and the distance of the two closest class centers, d cent pxq. Concretely, we define
where µ i pxq denotes the mean position of all objects in class c i , µ o the centroid of obstacle o, x m the position of object m, and p i px m q " e´λ p}xm´µi} 2 2 q a Gaussian with variance λ centered at the mean position of class c i . The term E self i pxq increases as objects of class c i are more compact. The term E other ij pxq increases as the centers of class c i , c j are moved apart. Similarly, the term E obst i pxq increases as the center of class c i is moved away from obstacles.
We combine these terms to a reward signal gpxq "
It is gpxq ă 0 for all states, but it approaches 0 as members of the same class get closer and members of different classes separate. It eventually reaches higher values for sorted states (as defined in Eq. (2)) than for unsorted states. Hence, by maximizing gpxq our planner will gradually aggregate objects of the same class and separate those from different classes.
B. Sorting Planner Outline
Starting with an unsorted state x, our sorting algorithm repeatedly runs MCTS to obtain the best action for this state, executes the action and observes the result. This process is illustrated in Fig. 2 and Algorithm 1. In case we reach a sorted state, the sorting algorithm terminates. Due to the limited number of iterations of MCTS, the algorithm may become trapped in deep local optima. In order to detect such situations, the planner applies two strategies. First, it counts the number of subsequent actions where the robot has not pushed a single object, and terminates if this number exceeds a conservatively chosen threshold. Second, it compares the best reward observed for any visited state during any of the rollouts in MCTS,ĝ, with the reward of the current state gpxq. If the relative differenceĝ´g pxq |gpxq| is smaller than a small threshold ν ą 0, the planner also returns failure since there is no perspective of improving the state any further.
C. Monte Carlo Tree Search Implementation
We adapt the MCTS algorithm to our deterministic modeling and reward signal gpxq. The pseudo-code is shown in Algorithm 1. In the MCTS search tree, every node corresponds to a state x P X . Accordingly, the root node corresponds to the current state x t . For each node s, the search tree stores the visit count N psq, and estimates of an Selection and Expansion are executed as described in Sec. IV and we use the tree policy π tree as defined below.
Simulation: We use the simulator Γ to predict the effect a robot action has as it pushes through objects. The actions are selected either from a random rollout policy π roll , or from a learned rollout policy which is detailed below. The rollout is truncated after d max steps to save computation. Since the rollout policy is sub-optimal-e.g. it may select actions which worsen previous gains-we return the maximal reward signal from the rollout g max instead of the reward signal at the truncation state as a heuristic estimate of the episode's return.
Backup: When a rollout is finished, we increment the visitation counter N psq and update the bound estimates for each traversed node s in the search tree,
where x is the state for node s. Tree policy: During selection, we use a tree policy π tree that balances between exploration and exploitation and additionally considers the visitation count. For this we estimate the state-action value estimate Qpx, .q at a node according to UCB1 [34] as
where x i is the state of the child node corresponding to action a i P A. The exploration term is C " 1 ? 2 . We choose this tree policy as we model the decision process to be deterministic.
Rollout policy: While a completely random rollout policy guarantees probabilistic completeness, it is much more sample effective to select actions in an informed way during simulation. For this reason, we learn a rollout policy from successful sorting experience of a random rollout policy π 0 roll as detailed in Sec. V-D below.
D. Learning the Rollout Policy
The rollout policy π roll has to map states x P X to actions a P A and, after the physical simulation, presents the second computational bottleneck during Monte Carlo rollout. In our case, the state space can also be different for different numbers of objects and obstacles. For this reason, we encode the positions of objects, obstacles and the robot in the state x as a 2D image color Ipxq P r0, 1s 256ˆ256ˆ3 which shows the footprint of each object colored by class. To get a more compact state representation, we learn a lower-dimensional embedding of this image space f : Ipxq Þ Ñx P r0, 1s 32ˆ32ˆ3 . For the rollout policy, we learn a mapping of the tuple px R ,xq to probability distribution over actions, P . Details are stated below.
State Representation Learning: We model the embedding function f as the encoder module in a convolutional auto encoder as seen in Fig 3. The training data is generated from our simulator, consisting of 120000 images with each image contains 20-30 square objects. The training objective is the mean squared reconstruction loss.
Rollout Policy Learning: We model the rollout policy π roll : px R ,xq Þ Ñ pP pa 1 q, . . . , P pa 10with the deep convolutional architecture ResNet-18, which is reported to be easier to optimize and resilient against overfitting [35] , as depicted in Fig 4. The ResNet structure was initially designed for image classification while it is employed here for mapping the state feature to action labels. For the training data, we run our planar push sorting planner (see Algorithm 1) as described above with a fully random rollout policy π 0 roll for sorting 16, 20 and 24 cubes with one static obstacle randomly placed in the scenes. We record the observed transitions for each solved sorting problem as tuples pIpxq, x R , QpAqq, where QpAq are the exploitation terms of the state-action value estimates for x in Eq. (10) .
We train the model with cross-entropy loss while keeping the encoder parameters constant. The training target is the probability distribution over actions which arises from normalizing the state-action values, i.e. P pa i q " Qpa i q{ ř aPA Qpaq.
VI. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we investigate how our sorting algorithm performs in sorting 1) different number of objects and classes, 2) non-convex objects and 3) convex objects in the presence of immovable obstacles. We evaluate the performance of the algorithm with respect to success rate and number of actions in simulation. We employ the same physics model as Huang et al. [15] , who observed good success rates on a real robot when replanning after each push. We therefore refrain from similar quantitative robot experiments here, and refer to the accompanying video for a qualitative demonstration on a real robot and simulation.
A. Experimental Setup
We use three types of objects for our evaluation: cubes of size 2.5cmˆ2.5cm, U-shaped non-convex objects that can surround a cube, and randomly generated rectangular obstacles with an area no larger than 12.5cm 2 . All objects are randomly placed in a 50cmˆ50cm workspace. The pusher's action space is set to 5cm translations and rotations of 45˝. Accordingly, we set the maximal number of actions the robot is allowed to execute without contacting any object to 15. We run the first two sets of experiments with random rollout policy. In the third set, the most difficult one, we additionally evaluate the learned rollout policy.
Unless stated otherwise, all evaluations are run with the following parameters: " 0.05m, ν " 0.05 and d max " 3. The number of iterations n max for MCTS is dynamically adjusted. For this, we define two additional parameters n min and ν t . In each step of the sorting algorithm, MCTS is run for at least n min iterations. If the best encountered reward valueĝ in those rollouts does not sufficiently improve over the current state's reward,ĝ´g pxq |gpxq| ă ν t , the algorithm runs MCTS for additional n min iterations. This is continued until either a sufficiently goodĝ has been observed or n max iterations have been reached. Unless stated otherwise, we set n min " 500, n max " 5000 and ν t " 0.2.
B. Results
In the first experiment, we evaluate how the planner's performance depends on the number of classes and objects involved. We query the sorting algorithm to sort 20, 25, 30, 35 and 40 randomly placed cubes assigned to 2, 3 and 4 classes. Due to different computational costs, we performed 100 trials for sorting 20 and 25 cubes, and 40 trials on sorting 30, 35 and 40 cubes. The results are shown in Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b . For the majority of the test cases we observe success rates of more than 75%, approaching 100% for fewer objects and classes. As the number of classes or objects increases, the success rate declines. We observe the same trend in the number of steps (actions), confirming that the difficulty increases as the number of objects and classes increases. In our second experiment, we query the algorithm to sort scenes containing cubes and non-convex U-shaped objects, see Fig. 6 . The U-shaped objects can easily entangle, or trap a cube, which makes it harder to rearrange these objects. The results are shown in Fig. 6 . We observe that the algorithm can handle this case well, and the success rate is not significantly influenced. We observe, however, that the number of steps grows as the ratio of convex objects increases. This is due to the fact that the robot needs to spend additional actions on disentangling objects from each other.
In our third experiment, we query the algorithm to sort 20 cubes of 2 classes in the presence of 1, 2 and 3 immovable obstacles, see Fig. 6 . These are the most difficult problems, as mistakenly pushing an object too close to an obstacle makes it very difficult to recover. In addition, the robot's motion is more constrained and needs to circumnavigate the obstacles. In this experiment, we also compare the learned rollout policy with the random one. For this, we run the planner with different parameter settings for the number of iterations n min , n max and rollout depth d max (p500, 5000, 6q, p500, 5000, 3q and p500, 500, 6q respectively).
We ran 40 tests in each test case and the results are shown in Fig. 5c and Fig. 5d . Recall that the learned policy is trained from sorting cubes in scenes with only one immovable obstacle. We observe that the learned policy successfully generalizes to problems with more than 1 obstacle, and manages to achieve higher success rates, where the perfor-
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Non-Convex mance of the random policy degrades. For both policies, a larger rollout depth and more iterations are unsurprisingly benificial. For the learned policy, however, we can even achieve good results with only 500 iterations, where the random policy performs much worse.
VII. CONCLUSION
We addressed a planar non-prehensile sorting task, where a robot needs to separate many objects according to a user-defined class membership. In this problem, the robot needs to disentangle, circumnavigate and simultaneously push multiple objects. For this, task we adopted Monte Carlo tree search, and observed its effectiveness in reliably sorting up to 40 convex objects in 3 classes, despite only being equipped with a random rollout policy. Further, we observed the algorithm to be capable of sorting non-convex objects, and objects in the presence of obstacles, if equipped with a learned rollout policy.
These results are encouraging to further develop the use of Monte Carlo tree search for non-prehensile rearrangement. In this work, we did not emphasize the need to minimize the number of actions needed to achieve a sorted state. In future work, we intend to extend our approach in this direction. Further, while our current implementation achieves planning times of just a few seconds per action, we believe the efficiency can yet be greatly improved. Rather than replanning after every action from scratch, reusing previously grown search trees is a promising approach to save computation time. The challenge here, however, lies in coping with the prediction error made by the pushing model. Lastly, one limitation of MCTS is the restriction to discrete action spaces. This limits the use of this algorithm to rearrangement tasks like ours, where high-precision positioning of objects is not required.
